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Backgrounds
• Trained on large corpora of human-produced 

language, the LLMs contain a lot of world 
knowledge.

• If prompted appropriately, the learned world 
knowledge is enough for LLMs to effectively 
decompose high-level tasks into mid-level plans 
without any further training.

• However, the produced plans often cannot map 
precisely to admissible actions, given an interactive, 
embodied environments.



Evaluated Environment: Virtual Home

• Simulator for activities in a household
• Pattern of Actions:
• [action] 〈arg〉(idx)
• 42 atomic actions, such as “walk” and 

“open”
• arg for specifying an interaction (objects 

or rooms)
• idx to specifying the exact arg (multiple 

instances of the same object class)
• Tasks:
• 292 distinct high-level tasks
• 88 tasks for evaluation
• 204 tasks as demonstration set



Methods
1. Prompt the LLM with a task example that is similar to the query task.

2. Map the model’s output phrases to the most semantically-similar admissible action (RoBERTa)

3. Replace the output of the model with the admissible action and generate the whole plan 
autoregressively.



Methods



Experiments
Metrics

1. Executability: whether the action plan is valid for the environment.
2. Correctness: evaluation of 10 humans
3. LCS: the longest common subsequence between human annotations and LLM outputs



Experiments
Summary
1. Actions generated by vanilla LLMs are generally 

not very executable. While the proposed method 
improves the executability significantly.

2. For smaller vanilla LLMs
a. Executability anomaly

• Ignoring the queried task and repeating 
the prompts.

b. Correctness anomaly
• Generating shorter plans through 

ignoring common-sense actions
• Task rephrasing

3. Source of Errors 
a. Translation LM fails to map compounded 

instructions to a succinct admissible action.
b. Generated action plans stop too early.



Ablation & Analysis 
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Discussion
• One possible way to finish a high-level task

1. Dynamic Example (choose a similar task as the prompt example)
2. Action Translation (map the ambiguous step-by-step action to a valid one)
3. Autoregressive Trajectory Correction

• How to find a similar task?
• Based on the similarity of two embedding vectors
• …

• Is there a better way for action translation?
• Similarity of embeddings
• …

• Autoregressive action generation is slow.
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Backgrounds
• Intelligent and flexible embodied interaction requires

1. A large skill set
2. Sequence skills needed for long horizon tasks
3. Percept the environment and generate feedbacks (either after or in the execution of skills)

• Existing works involves 
• Using language models as planners
• Incorporating multimodal-informed perception through language

• This work:
• plan with language, execute with additional embodied feedbacks. 



Methods



Methods
Source of Feedbacks
1. Success Detection

• Whether the last skill execution was successful.
2. Passive Scene Description

• Description of scene feedbacks that are consistently provided with some structure
3. Active Scene Description

• Providing answers to the questions of the LLM 



Simulated Tabletop Rearrangement
CLIPort(baseline)
• A multi-task CLIPort policy trained 

on long-horizon task instructions

LLM Planner
• InstructGPT

Executor
• a pre-trained language-

conditioned pick-and-place 
primitive



Real-World Tabletop Rearrangement

LLM Planner
• InstructGPT

Executor
• MDETR for objection detection, LLM 

for parsing language command, a 
scripted suction-based picking and 
placing primitives for execution



Real-World Mobile Manipulator in a Kitchen Setting
SayCan(baseline)

LLM Planner
• PALM

Executor
• pre-trained control policies for 

relevant skills in the scene



Pipelines for LLM & Robotic Control


